Trophy Shoot
Egg Shooting Rules
For
Fox Lake and Holton Gun Club Matches
2020 Inter-Club

I.

SCHEDULE
A.

Six (6) shoots shall be scheduled for the season.

B.

A Seventh (7th) shoot shall be scheduled in case of a tie breaker.

C.

Each of the two participating clubs shall host three shoots.

D.

Shoots shall be held as shown on the gun clubs schedules

II. PARTICIPATION
A.

Members of participating clubs are eligible to shoot.

B.

Members immediate family is eligible to shoot.

III. EVENT FEE
A.

An event fee of $6.00 will be collected by the host club.

IV. INCLEMENT WEATHER
A.

In the event of a cancelled shoot due to weather, the shoot must be cancelled
within (1) One hour of scheduled start time of shoot. Example: (Shoot scheduled
start at 9:00 am it must be canceled by 10:00 am)

B.

Entry fees for each person paid for that day’s shoot will be returned that day.
Because the shoots rotates from club to club no holding the money to next shoot
will be done.

V. RANGE
A.

100 Yard range.

VI. EQUIPMENT
A.

.22 caliber rim fire rifles only, no magnums.

B.

Scopes, triggers and sights - unlimited

C.

Bipods, Tripods, Sand Bags or Blocks may be used under forearm of the rifle only.
The stock must be supported by the shooter.
a)

The butt of the rifle must rest on bench when at rest. The front support
shall not support butt of rifle.

b)

When rifle is at rest on the butt, the scope reticle MUST be above the eggs.

c)

Carpets, pads and sliding material are allowed between bipod and bench
surface. But not between rifle stock and bench surface.

d)

There shall be enough distance between the stock and bench top for the
back of the shooters hand including fingers and arm.

D.

No double sand bagging. The stock of the rifle may not rest on the shooting bench.

E.

There is to be nothing placed between rear stock of the rifle and the top of the
shooting bench surface, with exception of the shooters hand with or without an
approved shooting glove or mitt.

VII. WIND FLAGS
1.

Wind flags may be used but shall be limited to a maximum of 3 (three) wind
flags of any type per shooting lane.

VIII. SHOOTING GLOVES AND MITTS
A.

Shooting mitts or gloves are allowed.
a)
Manufactured shooting gloves and mitts are preferred
b)
No custom or altered gloves or mitt allowed. No spacers, wood dowels or
any other kind of support other than the shooters hand will be allowed in
or on the glove or mitt.
c)
If a glove or mitt is being used the shooters hand must be fully inserted into
the glove or mitt. No using the glove or mitt only for a rear rest.
d)
All gloves and mitts are subject in inspection at any time during the shoot.

IX. SHOOTING RULES
A.
B.

Each club is responsible for providing a rangemaster to serve on the day of the
shoot.
Shooters may sign up prior to 8:00 am the day of the shoot. Shooters signed in
before the 8:00 am ball draw will determine the amount of balls in draw. Shooters
will draw one ball to determine his or her relay and bench position. Shooters
signing up after the ball draw will take the next open bench position to fill the
remaining relays. There will be no starting new relays signup sheets until previous
relay sheet is filled. No shooter may sign up after 9:30 am.

C.

Relays are to be timed to a maximum of seven (7) minutes per relay consisting of
five (5) sighter and 5 (five) target rounds. With the time starting when the line
goes hot.

D.

Shooters will rotate rounds, shooting one relay of five (5) eggs each round.
Returning to the same bench to shoot their next relay after all other rounds have
shot their corresponding relay. The total number of relays will be three (3).
Totaling a maximum of fifteen (15) eggs to be scored.

E.

Shooters have the option of taking up to five sighter shots prior to starting each
relay of eggs. A sighter target will be attached at or near the egg stand for each
station.

F.

Shooters must call out when they are finished with sighters and about to shoot
eggs. Example: “EGGS ON ONE” once eggs are called no more sighters may be
taken that relay.

G.

Shooters will be required to use club provided shell blocks. No more than ten (10)
rounds of ammo will be allowed on bench during relay.

H.

Spotting scopes are allowed for sighters only.

I.

Shooters may shoot only one score per event day.

J.

Shooters belonging to multiple clubs must declare which club they are shooting
for. This choice will carry on for the entire season.

K.

No more than two shooters may use the same rifle in a competition.

L.

All range rules apply.

X. RULE INFRINGEMENTS
A.

If a shooter is suspected of a rule infringement, it must be brought to the
attention of the rangemaster of the day.

B.

The rangemaster will make the determination if it is an infringement of the rules.
If a determination cannot be made by the rangemaster of the day. Refer to
(section: XII DISPUTES)

XI. SCORING

A.

Any egg broken, leaking or cracked will be counted.

B.

Eggs missing prior to the start of the round must be replaced. An egg knocked off
the holder after the line goes hot and the first shot is fired is counted as broken.

C.

The shooters score will be the total number of broken eggs.

D.

The eight (8) highest scores from each club will be scored. With a maximum score
of one hundred and twenty (120) eggs per club. The club with the highest club
score will be determined the winner of the shoot.

E.

The season winner shall be the club with the most first place scores. In the event
of a tie a seventh (7th) shoot will be the tiebreaker.

F.

The clubs involved in the tiebreaker shall have a shoot off team consisting of a
group of eight (8) shooters with the highest egg count score during the season and
a ninth highest total count member to act as an alternate team member.

G.

There shall be an equal number of club team shooters from each club on each
relay. There will be four (4) relays consisting of two (2) shooters from each club.

H.

The Club Shoot Off Teams will shoot the first relays of the day.

I.

All club members are welcome to shoot after the Club Shoot Off Team members
finish shooting.

J.

In the event of a shoot off the team with the highest egg count at the completion
of the shoot off, will determine the winner of the annual inter-club shoot.

XII. DISPUTES
A.

Whenever possible disputes shall be resolved on the day of the shoot.

B.

Each of the two clubs shall appoint one person to a dispute panel. After hearing
the dispute, the panel shall vote and the result will be final.

C.

A new panel may be appointed for each dispute.

XIII. AWARD
A.

The season winning club will be awarded the traveling trophy which will remain in
the possession of the club until a winner is established the following season.
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Supplementary
Egg Shooting Rules
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30 Egg Shoot
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Fox Lake
50 Egg Shoot

SHOOTING RULES

I.

A.

Inter-Club egg rules apply with the following amendments.

B.

All shoots will be timed events, there will be a seven (7) minute time limit to shoot
no more than five (5) sighter and 10 egg rounds. Warnings of time remaining will be
announced.
** A time keeper will be calling and stopping each round.

C.

Shooters will be required to use club provided shell blocks. One (1) block for five (5)
sighter rounds maximum, and one (1) block for ten (10) egg rounds maximum.

D.

Shooters MUST call out they are going to eggs identifying their bench number when
finished with sighters. “Eggs On One”,“Eggs On Two”, Etc.

E.

Once shooter goes to eggs the sighter block and any unfired rounds in sighter block
must be placed in the far corner of their bench.
** All benches will be monitored

WIND FLAGS

II.
A.

There will be a maximum of three (3) flags on right and left side of shooting bench.
A maximum of twenty-one (21) total.
Any flags placed on the range in excess of the 21 total will be removed prior to the start
of the shoot.

III.

A.

IV.

TIED SCORES

Ties will be settled in a shoot-off format using jawbreakers.
a)

Shooters will continue in the shoot-off format until a winner is determined.

b)

The shoot off format will be the same as the eggs portion of the shoot
except for jawbreakers instead of eggs as scoring targets.
7 minutes / 5 sighters / 10 jawbreakers.

c)

Participants in the shoot-off will be assigned a bench as they qualify, you
may not be shooting from your original bench.

CANCELLATIONS

A.

If you are not able to participate in an event you have signed up for, the club will
provide you with the names of individuals on a waiting list.

B.

Should you find a substitute, you will be responsible for handling the entrance fees
with that individual.

C.

The club will not refund any prepaid entry fees.
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